Positron excess upto energies ∼350 GeV has been observed by AMS-02 result and it is consistent with the positron excess observed by PAMELA upto 100 GeV. There is no observed excess of anti-protons over the expected CR background. We propose a leptophilic dark matter with an U (1) Lµ−Lτ gauge extension of MSSM. The dark matter is an admixture of the L µ − L τ gaugino and fermionic partners of the extra SU (2) singlet Higgs boson, which break the L µ − L τ symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
The AMS-02 experiment reports an excess of the positron over the CR background upto energies ∼350 GeV [1] , consistent with the positron excess reported by PAMELA upto 100
GeV [2] . In either experiment there is no corresponding excess seen in the anti-protons flux over the CR background. To explain the positron excess of AMS-02 and PAMELA interms of 10 2 -10 3 GeV scale dark matter annihilation, would require the annihilation cross-section of χχ −→ µ + µ − , τ + τ − of order of 10 −23 cm 3 s −1 [3] [4] [5] , but no annihilation into baryons or e + e − channels (to avoid a line spectrum in the positron signal). Dark matter with relic density consistent with PLANCK [6] and WMAP [7] observations arises in the neutralino sector of supersymmetric extension of the standard model. In the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model, the heavy dark matter in the TeV scale can be Winos [8] . In MSSM the annihilation of Wino dark matter is primarily into W + W − and gives a significant anti-proton flux, which is not seen by PAMELA or AMS-02 [3] [4] [5] 9] . In this paper we construct a leptophilic dark matter by considering an U(1) X extension of MSSM, where
It is known that in standard model, one can have anomaly free gauged symmetry [10, 11] if the gauge charges are as following,
Leptophilic dark matter from U(1) B−L extension was considered to study the baryon asymmetry [12] . We choose the L µ − L τ symmetry to get µ + µ − and τ + τ − in the final states dark matter annihilation and to avoid hard positrons and anti-protons in the final states. The L µ − L τ symmetry is also a natural frame work for constructing the see-saw model, which can explain the large µ − τ mixing in the light neutrinos [13] . If the L µ − L τ gauge boson Z ′ is very light, few GeV, then this extended model can explain the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment [14] [15] [16] . In supersymmetry one has to introduce two extra superfieldsη and η to cancel the anomalies from the L µ − L τ gauginos. the scalar components ofη andη also provide masses to the L µ − L τ gauge boson Z ′ . The mass of Z ′ , m Z ′ is greater than 2 TeV from recent LHC searches [17] . There can be kinetic mixing between the field strength of the superfields [18] . This gives the kinetic mixing between U X and U Y gauge fields and also a mixing between gauginosB andB ′ . Since m Z ′ is much larger than m Z , the kinetic mixing is required to be small. This in term means that the mixing between H u , H d , η andη in the D-term of the Higgs potential, is small. There is no significant contribution to the tree level lightest CP even Higgs mass from the η andη sector.
The dark matter is a combination of the U Lµ−Lτ gaugino,B ′ and the fermionic partner of η andη. By taking m Z ′ ∼ 2mχ 1 , we can make the thermal relic density close to the PLANCK observed value of Ω χ h 2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027 at 68% CL [6] . In the early universe the center of mass energy is not exactly coincident with the mass of Z ′ in the propagator, but in the present era the dark matter velocity is ∼ 10 −3 and we have annihilation close to the resonance peak [19, 20] . By parameterizing the dark matter mass in terms of m Z ′ as, m
(1 − δ) and choosing δ ∼ 10 −3 , we obtain the required boost factor of 100 needed to explain the AMS-02 flux [4] .
The particle content of the model is described in section-II, where we give the superpotential, the kinetic mixing and neutral part of the scalar potential. In section-III we discuss the mass matrices of CP-odd scalar, CP-even scalar and the 7 × 7 neutralino mass matrix arising from gauge eigenstates, {B,W ,H d ,H u ,B ′ ,η,η}. In section IV we give the numerical results for scalar and neutralino masses. We also compute the thermal relic density at decoupling, the boost factor of our model in the present era with Breit-Wigner resonance and direct detection constraints. Finally we draw the conclusion of our work in section-V.
II. MODEL
II.1. Particles and Superpotential
We study the supersymmetric model of the
The particle content of the theory is given in Table. (I). In addition to the MSSM, we need to add two fieldsη andη to cancel the anomalies from gauginos of U(1) X . The superpotential of this model can be written as,
where,
which gives the yukawa interaction of the fermions. 
II.2. Gauge Mixing
In this model, there is a gauge kinetic mixing between U(1) X and U(1) Y gauge groups.
The general description of gauge kinetic mixing in supersymmetry is discussed in [18] . In
Wess-Zumino gauge, the relevant part of the Lagrangian is as follows,
For two different U(1) gauge group, there will be two different W W Z along with their gauge field, gaugino and the auxillary field. Therefore the gauge kinetic term will be
Choosing the appropriate basis, we can eliminate the mixing term, but the effect of that is reflected in the gauge covariant derivative as,
Similarly gauginosλ a,b and auxillary fieldsD a,b in supersymmetry also change as,
and similar expression is valid for auxillary fields. Due to the mixing, the auxillary fields D a,b can be written as,
In our model, g a , g b and g ab describe the U(1) Y , U(1) X gauge coupling constant, g 1 , g X and the mixing g m . This kinetic mixing modifies the D-term as,
Eq. (10) denotes the only contribution from two U(1) groups. This mixing effects the Higgs sector as well as neutralino sector through the change in the auxillary fields. There will be contribution in D-term from SU (2), similar to the MSSM and the total D-term for our model is,
II.3. Neutral Part of Scalar Potential
Neutral part of scalar potential contain three parts as,
The soft symmetry breaking part of the neutral scalar is given by,
where the masses m i , (i = u, d, η,η) can be replaced using the minimization conditions, discussed below.
The F-term of the superpotential can be derived as,
where φ denotes the corresponding scalar field of each superfields. Hence the F-term becomes,
In the next section we will present the minimization condition of the scalar potential and derive the CP-even, CP-odd and neutralino mass matrices.
III. MASS SPECTRUM

III.1. Minimization conditions
The extended gauge symmetry 
The neutral part of the scalar fields can be written in terms of real and imaginary part as follows,
We parametrize the vev of Higgs doublet and extra singlets as follows,
Now, the minimization conditions at tree level,
These relations are used to replace the soft-breaking parameters in the scalar mass matrices.
III.2. CP-odd Scalar:
The CP-odd mass matrix contain the imaginary part of the neutral scalar and the basis is {H dI , H uI , η I ,η I }. At tree level, Higgs doublet and extra singlet do not mix and the pseudo-scalar mass matrix becomes,
and remaining 8 components of 4 × 4 matrix are zero. The two CP-odd massive scalars have masses,
and the other two CP-odd eigen-vectors represent the massless Goldstone bosons, provide longitudinal components of Z and Z ′ gauge bosons. There is no mixing between {H dI , H uI } and {η I ,η I } sectors.
III.3. CP-Even Scalar:
The basis of the CP-even mass matrix is considered as {H dR , H uR , η R ,η R } and in this basis, the mass matrix has 10 independent entities as follows;
We will numerically diagonalize the mass matrix and identify the lightest CP-even mass as the 125 GeV Higgs (after radiative corrections).
III.4. Neutralino:
In this model, there are three extra neutralinos corresponding to the extended gauge symmetry. The following neutralino-mass matrix is written in terms of the basis {B,W ,H d ,H u ,B ′ ,η,η},
In general, neutralino LSP will be the mixture of seven gauge eigen states {B,W ,H d ,H u ,B ′ ,η,η}.
However appropriate choice of parameter {M 1 , M 2 , M B ′ , µ, µ ′ } define the characteristics of the neutralino LSP [21, 22] .
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The result of this model can be studied in term of various free parameters. Among them, B µ ′ , v, tanβ, v 0 , tanβ ′ } using the minimization conditions given in Eq. (20d). Hence the independent parameters to calculate the mass spectrum is as follows,
We have taken µ, µ ′ ≃ 1 TeV and the other parameters are as follows, Using the above mentioned values of the parameters at electroweak scale, we can find the following masses for the CP-even scalars. (26) where M w and M t denote the W-boson and top quark mass and mt i is the mass of the stop.
IV.2. Masses for CP-odd Scalar and Charged Scalar:
The masses for CP-odd Scalar are given by,
The mass of the charged scalar is exactly similar to MSSM at tree level and it is, 
, then we will get the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)
as a mixture ofη andη. Hence the chosen parameters and the mass of the neutrinos are given in Table III . In this model, lightest supersymmetric particle, which we identify as the dark matter, has the mass of 1072.6 GeV and in terms of gauge eigenstates it is,
This dark matter consisting of standard model singletsη andη has small annihilation channels into standard model particles. So in general their relic density is large similar to that is seen in other gauge extension [21, 22] . Therefore we consider a resonance channel through Z ′ by taking 2mχ 1 = m Z ′ to get correct relic density. In our model the dominant channel for getting correct relic abundance is,
The cross section of the resonance channel is velocity dependent and hence it can simultaneously satisfy both the relic abundance at freeze-out and positron excess of DM signal [19, 20, 23, 24] . Thermal average of cross-section is calculated at freeze-out, x = m/T ≈ 20 and hence velocity, v ≈ 3/x, whereas the dark matter annihilation occurs at x ≈ 3 × 10 6 or v ≈ 10 −3 . To explain the positron excess of AMS-02 results, we require the cross section much larger than what we need for relic density and this require boost factor of O(100 − 1000) for cross-section.
IV.3.2. Breit-Wigner resonance and boost factor:
The annihilation cross-section for the dominant channel will be,
where the couplingḡ 1 ≃ 0.07 depends on the coupling constant of extra U(1) symmetry, the mixing between two U(1) gauge groups and fraction of fermionic partner of η andη in the LSP,χ 1 . The decay width of the Z ′ boson signifies by Γ Z ′ , which has dominant contribution from the decay mode, Z ′ → τ + τ − , µ + µ − and it is given by,
Here the coupling,ḡ 2 ≃ 0.1 depends on the coupling constant of extra U(1) symmetry and the mixing between two U(1) gauge groups. Using the non-relativistic limit of s, s = 4m
where
Now the thermal average of annihilation rate will be as follows [19, 20, 23, 24] ,
σ(s) = 2g 
where z is defined as, v 2 = z. At freeze-out, x = 20, we get the correct relic density Ω DM h 2 = 0.1, consistent with Planck results [6] and the 9-year WMAP data [7] . The boost factor is defined as the ratio, σv / σv x=20 is plotted in Fig-1 . This figure shows We have calculated the positron flux coming from leptophilic dark matter to interpret the AMS02 results using publicly available code PPPC4DMID [25, 26] and GALPROP [27] . In PPPC4DMID [25, 26] code the main input is the dark matter mass of 1072.6 GeV along with the analytical formula given in Eq. (33) for the dominant annihilation channel. The spectral shape of positrons and gamma-ray produced in the dark matter annihilation is calculated using PPPC4DMID. Then it is used as the input in GALPROP [27] to calculate the positron and γ-ray flux which would be seen in experiments. In GALPROP, we have considered Burkert profile [28] for dark matter halo (as that requires the lowest boost factor)with the profiles,
Fig . (2) shows the dark matter interpretation of the excess in AMS-02 positron fraction data. We also check the γ-rays observation for this dark matter candidate and found that this is consistent with the experimental results [29] as shown in Fig.(3) . The relevant part of the Lagrangian for spin-independent interaction,
where coupling between neutralino and quark is denoted by a q . The cross-section of dark matter scattering off target nucleus is as follows,
where the reduced mass of nucleon is m r . The coupling between neutralino and proton or neutron, f p,n is [30, 31] ,
where f (p,n)
and the values of f Higgs has dominant fraction from η andη only and less from H u and H d . In this case, gχ 1χ1 h 4 g h 4will be ∼ 10 −7 GeV −1 . Hence cross-section remain well below the exclusion limit of XENON100 [33] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We provide a SUSY model of leptophilic dark matter to explain the excess of positrons seen at AMS-02 and PAMELA. In addition there is no antiproton excess over the CR background. We consider L µ − L τ extension of MSSM where the dark matter is a combination of U(1) X gaugino and the corresponding Higgsinos. By choosing the dark matter mass 2mχ 1 ≃ m Z ′ , we get a resonance enhancement of the annihilation cross-sectioñ χ 1χ1 → τ + τ − , µ + µ − in the present era correspond to the freeze-out cross-section. This model provides the most economical extension of SUSY model to explain the positrons excess seen in AMS-02 and PAMELA, consistent with other constraints from direct and indirect dark matter observations.
